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1: Informatics Discipline
The Informatics Discipline Author Additions to Chapter Nursing Informatics Working Group (NWIG) of the American
Medical Informatics Association.

Its chief goals are to develop standards and clinical care guidelines that enhance electronic health records by
facilitating information management. Health informatics as a discipline traces its roots back to the s in Europe,
but it did not begin to take root in the United States until the mid s. Today, many organizations recognize
informatics as an important field in medicine and health sciences. Applied health informatics has the potential
for extensive benefits for the healthcare industry, from decreasing admission wait times to reducing
duplication of tests. Public health informatics will become increasingly important to the management of public
and population health. More data will be available for analysis with the increase of electronically generated
and stored data. Glossary of Terms Relevant to Health Informatics Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality AHRQ The branch of the United States Public Health Service that supports general health research
and distributes research findings and treatment guidelines with the goal of improving the quality,
appropriateness, and effectiveness of healthcare services. Preserve and create jobs and promote economic
recovery. Assist those most impacted by the recession. Provide investments needed to increase economic
efficiency by spurring technological advances in science and health. Invest in transportation, environmental
protection, and other infrastructures that will provide long-term economic benefits. Stabilize state and local
government budgets in order to minimize and avoid reductions in essential services and counterproductive
state and local tax increases. Analysis Review of the health record for proper documentation and adherence to
regulatory and accreditation standards. Beacon Community Cooperative Agreement Program This program
demonstrates how health IT investments and meaningful use of EHRs advance the vision of patient-centered
care, while achieving the three-part aim of better health, better care, and lower cost. Formerly called medical
informatics, the new name is intended to clarify that the domain encompasses biological and biomolecular
informatics as well as clinical, imaging, and public health informatics. Health information technology is the
tool and information is the outcome. Biomedical Research The process of systematically investigating subjects
related to the functioning of the human body. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention CDC A federal
agency dedicated to protecting health and promoting quality of life through the prevention and control of
disease, injury, and disability. Committed to programs that reduce the health and economic consequences of
the leading causes of death and disability, thereby ensuring a long, productive, and healthy life for all people.
CMS is responsible for the oversight of HIPAA administrative simplification transaction and code sets, health
identifiers, and security standards. Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology CCHIT
An independent voluntary private-sector initiative organized as a limited liability corporation that has been
awarded a contract by HHS to develop, create prototypes for, and evaluate the certification criteria and
inspection process for electronic health record EHR products. Certified in Healthcare Privacy and Security
CHPS AHIMA credential that recognizes advanced competency in designing, implementing, and
administering comprehensive privacy and security protection programs in all types of healthcare
organizations. Clinical Analytics The process of gathering and examining data in order to help gain greater
insight about patients. Clinical Data Analytics The process by which health information is captured, reviewed,
and used to measure quality. Clinical Decision Support The process in which individual data elements are
represented in the computer by a special code to be used in making comparisons, trending results, and
supplying clinical reminders and alerts. Clinical Documentation Improvement CDI The process an
organization undertakes that will improve clinical specificity and documentation that will allow coders to
assign more concise disease classification codes. Clinical Documentation Improvement Plan A program in
which specialists concurrently review health records for incomplete documentation, prompting clinical staff to
clarify ambiguity which allows coders to assign more concise disease classification codes. Clinical
Terminology A set of standardized terms and their synonyms that record patient findings, circumstances,
events, and interventions with sufficient detail to support clinical care, decision support, outcomes research,
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and quality improvement. Commission on Accreditation of Health Informatics and Information Management
Education CAHIIM An independent accrediting organization whose mission is to serve the public interest by
establishing and enforcing quality accreditation standards for health informatics and health information
management educational programs. Comparative Effectiveness Research CER Research that generates and
synthesizes evidence that compares the benefits and harms of alternative methods to prevent, diagnose, treat,
and monitor a clinical condition or to improve the delivery of care. Computer-Assisted Coding CAC The
process of extracting and translating dictated and then transcribed free-text data or dictated and then
computer-generated discrete data into ICDCM and CPT evaluation and management codes for billing and
coding purposes. These systems usually contain error prevention software that provides the user with prompts
that warn against the possibility of drug interaction, allergy, overdose, and other relevant information. Data
Analytics The science of examining raw data with the purpose of drawing conclusions about that information.
This includes data mining, machine language, development of models, and statistical measurements. Analytics
can be descriptive, predictive, or prescriptive. Data Dictionary A descriptive list of the names, definitions, and
attributes of data elements to be collected in an information system or database whose purpose is to
standardize definitions and ensure consistent use. Data Governance The overall management of the
availability, usability, integrity, and security of the data employed in an organization or enterprise. This
connection allows for data initially captured for one purpose to be translated and used for another purpose.
One system in a map is identified as the source while the other is the target. It is a process by which two
distinct data models are created and a link between these models is defined. This process is used in data
warehousing by which different data models are linked to each other using a defined set of methods to
characterize the data in a specific definition. This definition can be any atomic unit, such as a unit of metadata
or any other semantic. This data linking follows a set of standards, which depends on the domain value of the
data model used. Data mapping serves as the initial step in data integration. Data Mining The process of
extracting and analyzing large volumes of data from a database for the purpose of identifying hidden and
sometimes subtle relationships or patterns and using those relationships to predict behaviors. Data Stewardship
The responsibilities and accountabilities associated with managing, collecting, viewing, storing, sharing,
disclosing, or otherwise making use of personal health information. Decision Support System DSS A
computer-based system that gathers data from a variety of sources and assists in providing structure to the data
by using various analytical models and visual tools in order to facilitate and improve the ultimate outcome in
decision making tasks associated with non-routine and non-repetitive problems. Descriptive Statistics A set of
statistical techniques used to describe data such as means, frequency distributions, and standard deviations;
statistical information that describes the characteristics of a specified group or a population. Enterprise
Information Management EIM Ensuring the value of information assets, requiring an organization-wide
perspective of information management functions, calls for explicit structures, policies, processes, technology,
and controls. EIM is the infrastructure and processes in place to ensure information is trustworthy and
actionable. Health Informatics Scientific discipline that is concerned with the cognitive,
information-processing, and communication tasks of healthcare practice, education, and research, including
the information science and technology to support these tasks. Health Informatics and Information
Management HIIM Refers to the individuals responsible for the management of healthcare data and
information in paper or electronic form and control the collection, access, use, exchange, and protection of the
information through the application of health information technology. Health Information Technology A term
that encompasses the technical roles that process health data and records, such as classification, abstracting,
and retrieval. HCUP databases are derived from administrative data and contain encounter-level, clinical, and
nonclinical information including all listed diagnoses and procedures, discharge status, patient demographics,
and charges for all patients, regardless of payer, beginning in One can find out about the quality of care,
access, cost, and other measures to compared managed care plans. Informatics A field of study that focuses on
the use of technology to improve access to, and utilization of, information. IG is the responsibility of executive
leadership for developing and driving the IG strategy throughout the organization. IG encompasses both data
governance and information technology governance. ITG oversees the implementation of these investments
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and extracts business benefits. Interoperability The capability of different information systems and software
applications to communicate and exchange data. Machine Learning An area of computer science that studies
algorithms and computer programs that improve employee performance on some task by exposure to training
or learning experience. Medical Informatics A field of information science concerned with the management of
data and information used to diagnose, treat, cure, and prevent disease through the application of computers
and computer technologies. Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology ONC The
principle federal entity charged with coordination of nationwide efforts to implement and use the most
advanced health information technology and the electronic exchange of health information. Predictive
Modeling A process used to identify patterns that can be used to predict the odds of a particular outcome based
on the observed data. Semantic Interoperability Mutual understanding of the meaning of data exchanged
between information systems. Telehealth A telecommunications system that links healthcare organizations and
patients from diverse geographic locations and transmits text and images for medical consultation and
treatment. Some other advantages of health informatics are the ability to improve EHR functionality, improve
information exchange that follows the patient through the continuum of care, and analyze trends from a larger
population mass. In the quest for data, EHRs have been created to import large amounts of data, storing every
keystroke and data point. While computers and hard drives are exceptional at sorting through mounds of
structured data, humans are not. Computers cannot distinguish good data from bad data and unstructured data
is more difficult to parse. Human interaction is required to interpret the data. It is essential to balance usability
with functionality. In addition, healthcare professionals lack background and understanding of data science.
This fact further complicates the copious amounts of data entered without the appreciation for the potential
that data could yield. Critical challenges in health informatics are evolving today in the United States.
Challenges include inadequate staffing resources, lack of alignment, abstract financial incentives, and lack of
system integration and interoperability. These challenges must be overcome in order to successfully achieve
healthcare reform and patient safety initiatives, and to demonstrate improved quality of care with reduced cost
in the United States. Fenton, Susan and Sue Biedermann. Introduction to Healthcare Informatics. American
Medical Informatics Association. Care, Health, and Cost. Computer Applications in Health Care and
Biomedicine. What is Information Governance? Progress and challenges of an IT-enabled healthcare system.
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. Prepared by Julie A.
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2: Informatics - Wikipedia
Health or medical informatics is a discipline that includes all aspects of health care information science, from
fundamental research to clinical applications. Medical informatics encompasses all means of understanding and
promoting the effective organization, analysis, management and use of information in health care.

His fields of study were Metaphysics, Mathematics, Theodicy. Information science, in studying the collection,
classification , manipulation, storage, retrieval and dissemination of information has origins in the common
stock of human knowledge. Information analysis has been carried out by scholars at least as early as the time
of the Abyssinian Empire with the emergence of cultural depositories, what is today known as libraries and
archives. As a science, however, it finds its institutional roots in the history of science , beginning with
publication of the first issues of Philosophical Transactions , generally considered the first scientific journal, in
by the Royal Society London. The institutionalization of science occurred throughout the 18th century. In ,
Benjamin Franklin established the Library Company of Philadelphia , the first library owned by a group of
public citizens, which quickly expanded beyond the realm of books and became a center of scientific
experiment, and which hosted public exhibitions of scientific experiments. As numerous other scientific
journals and societies were founded, Alois Senefelder developed the concept of lithography for use in mass
printing work in Germany in Joseph Marie Jacquard By the 19th century the first signs of information science
emerged as separate and distinct from other sciences and social sciences but in conjunction with
communication and computation. In , Joseph Marie Jacquard invented a punched card system to control
operations of the cloth weaving loom in France. It was the first use of "memory storage of patterns" system.
By Richard Hoe developed the rotary press, and in Samuel Morse sent the first public telegraph message. By
William F. Poole begins the Index to Periodical Literature, the first general periodical literature index in the
US. Soule produced the first practical typewriter. By Lord Kelvin devised an analogue computer to predict the
tides, and by Frank Stephen Baldwin was granted the first US patent for a practical calculating machine that
performs four arithmetic functions. Army, with John Shaw Billings as librarian, and later the library issues
Index Catalogue, which achieved an international reputation as the most complete catalog of medical
literature. However, "information science" as a term is not popularly used in academia until sometime in the
latter part of the 20th century. According to Ronald Day, "As an organized system of techniques and
technologies, documentation was understood as a player in the historical development of global organization
in modernity â€” indeed, a major player inasmuch as that organization was dependent on the organization and
transmission of information. Otlet and Lafontaine established numerous organizations dedicated to
standardization, bibliography, international associations, and consequently, international cooperation. These
organizations were fundamental for ensuring international production in commerce, information,
communication and modern economic development, and they later found their global form in such institutions
as the League of Nations and the United Nations. His vision of a great network of knowledge focused on
documents and included the notions of hyperlinks , search engines , remote access, and social networks. This
collection involved standardized paper sheets and cards filed in custom-designed cabinets according to a
hierarchical index which culled information worldwide from diverse sources and a commercial information
retrieval service which answered written requests by copying relevant information from index cards. Users of
this service were even warned if their query was likely to produce more than 50 results per search. Transition
to modern information science[ edit ] Vannevar Bush , a famous information scientist, ca. As these concepts
grew in magnitude and potential, so did the variety of information science interests. By the s and 70s, there
was a move from batch processing to online modes, from mainframe to mini and microcomputers.
Additionally, traditional boundaries among disciplines began to fade and many information science scholars
joined with other programs. They further made themselves multidisciplinary by incorporating disciplines in
the sciences, humanities and social sciences, as well as other professional programs, such as law and medicine
in their curriculum. By the s, large databases, such as Grateful Med at the National Library of Medicine , and
user-oriented services such as Dialog and Compuserve , were for the first time accessible by individuals from
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their personal computers. The s also saw the emergence of numerous special interest groups to respond to the
changes. By the end of the decade, special interest groups were available involving non-print media, social
sciences, energy and the environment, and community information systems. Today, information science
largely examines technical bases, social consequences, and theoretical understanding of online databases,
widespread use of databases in government, industry, and education, and the development of the Internet and
World Wide Web. With the advent of the internet , and the explosion in popularity of online communities , "
social media has changed the information landscape in many respects, and creates both new modes of
communication and new types of information", [26] changing the interpretation of the definition of
dissemination. The nature of social networks allows for faster diffusion of information than through
organizational sources. Impact of social media on people and industry[ edit ] Social media networks provide
an open information environment for the mass of people who have limited time or access to traditional outlets
of information diffusion, [27] this is an "increasingly mobile and social world [that] demands All major news
providers have visibility and an access point through networks such as Facebook and Twitter maximizing their
breadth of audience. Through social media people are directed to, or provided with, information by people
they know. The ability to "share, like, and comment on People like to interact with information, they enjoy
including the people they know in their circle of knowledge. Sharing through social media has become so
influential that publishers must "play nice" if they desire to succeed. Although, it is often mutually beneficial
for publishers and Facebook to "share, promote and uncover new content" [28] to improve both user base
experiences. The impact of popular opinion can spread in unimaginable ways. Social media allows interaction
through simple to learn and access tools; The Wall Street Journal offers an app through Facebook, and The
Washington Post goes a step further and offers an independent social app that was downloaded by The
connections people have throughout the world enable the exchange of information at an unprecedented rate. It
is for this reason that these networks have been realized for the potential they provide. Research vectors and
applications[ edit ] This graph shows links between Wikipedia articles. Information science includes studying
how topics relate to each other, and how readers relate concepts to each other. The following areas are some of
those that information science investigates and develops. Information access[ edit ] Information access is an
area of research at the intersection of Informatics , Information Science, Information Security , Language
Technology , and Computer Science. What about assigning privileges and restricting access to unauthorized
users? The extent of access should be defined in the level of clearance granted for the information. Applicable
technologies include information retrieval , text mining , text editing , machine translation , and text
categorisation. In discussion, information access is often defined as concerning the insurance of free and
closed or public access to information and is brought up in discussions on copyright , patent law , and public
domain. Public libraries need resources to provide knowledge of information assurance. Information
architecture Information architecture IA is the art and science of organizing and labelling websites , intranets ,
online communities and software to support usability. These activities include library systems and database
development. Information management Information management IM is the collection and management of
information from one or more sources and the distribution of that information to one or more audiences. This
sometimes involves those who have a stake in, or a right to that information. Management means the
organization of and control over the structure, processing and delivery of information. Throughout the s this
was largely limited to files, file maintenance, and the life cycle management of paper-based files, other media
and records. With the proliferation of information technology starting in the s, the job of information
management took on a new light and also began to include the field of data maintenance. Information retrieval
Information retrieval IR is the area of study concerned with searching for documents, for information within
documents, and for metadata about documents, as well as that of searching structured storage , relational
databases , and the World Wide Web. Automated information retrieval systems are used to reduce what has
been called " information overload ". Many universities and public libraries use IR systems to provide access
to books, journals and other documents. Web search engines are the most visible IR applications. An
information retrieval process begins when a user enters a query into the system. Queries are formal statements
of information needs , for example search strings in web search engines. In information retrieval a query does
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not uniquely identify a single object in the collection. Instead, several objects may match the query, perhaps
with different degrees of relevancy. An object is an entity that is represented by information in a database.
User queries are matched against the database information. Depending on the application the data objects may
be, for example, text documents, images, [31] audio, [32] mind maps [33] or videos. Often the documents
themselves are not kept or stored directly in the IR system, but are instead represented in the system by
document surrogates or metadata. Most IR systems compute a numeric score on how well each object in the
database match the query, and rank the objects according to this value. The top ranking objects are then shown
to the user. The process may then be iterated if the user wishes to refine the query. Information seeking
Information seeking is the process or activity of attempting to obtain information in both human and
technological contexts. Information seeking is related to, but different from, information retrieval IR. Much
library and information science LIS research has focused on the information-seeking practices of practitioners
within various fields of professional work. Studies have been carried out into the information-seeking
behaviors of librarians, [35] academics, [36] medical professionals, [37] engineers [38] and lawyers [39]
among others. The model was intended to "prompt new insights The model has been adapted by Wilkinson
who proposes a model of the information seeking of lawyers. Information society An information society is a
society where the creation, distribution, diffusion, uses, integration and manipulation of information is a
significant economic, political, and cultural activity. The aim of an information society is to gain competitive
advantage internationally, through using IT in a creative and productive way. The knowledge economy is its
economic counterpart, whereby wealth is created through the economic exploitation of understanding. People
who have the means to partake in this form of society are sometimes called digital citizens. Basically, an
information society is the means of getting information from one place to another Wark, , p. As technology
has become more advanced over time so too has the way we have adapted in sharing this information with
each other. Information society theory discusses the role of information and information technology in society,
the question of which key concepts should be used for characterizing contemporary society, and how to define
such concepts. It has become a specific branch of contemporary sociology. Knowledge representation and
reasoning[ edit ] Knowledge representation KR is an area of artificial intelligence research aimed at
representing knowledge in symbols to facilitate inferencing from those knowledge elements, creating new
elements of knowledge. The KR can be made to be independent of the underlying knowledge model or
knowledge base system KBS such as a semantic network. A symbol vocabulary and a system of logic are
combined to enable inferences about elements in the KR to create new KR sentences. Logic is used to supply
formal semantics of how reasoning functions should be applied to the symbols in the KR system. Logic is also
used to define how operators can process and reshape the knowledge. Examples of operators and operations
include, negation, conjunction, adverbs, adjectives, quantifiers and modal operators. The logic is interpretation
theory. These elementsâ€”symbols, operators, and interpretation theoryâ€”are what give sequences of symbols
meaning within a KR.
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3: Discipline and the Disabled Â» My School Psychology
Informatics is the discipline of science which investigates the structure and properties (not specific content) of scientific
information, as well as the regularities of scientific information activity, its theory, history, methodology and organization.

The German word Informatik is usually translated to English as computer science. The French term
informatique was coined in by Philippe Dreyfus [2] together with various translationsâ€”informatics English ,
also proposed independently and simultaneously by Walter F. Bauer and associates who co-founded
Informatics Inc. The term was coined as a combination of "information" and "automatic" to describe the
science of automating information interactions. Early practitioners interested in the field soon learned that
there were no formal education programs set up to educate them on the informatics science until the late s and
early s. Furthermore, they stated that the primary goal of health informatics can be distinguished as follows:
To provide solutions for problems related to data, information, and knowledge processing. To study general
principles of processing data information and knowledge in medicine and healthcare. Intensive Care Med,
Mikhailov advocated the Russian term informatika , and the English informatics , as names for the theory of
scientific information, and argued for a broader meaning, including study of the use of information technology
in various communities for example, scientific and of the interaction of technology and human organizational
structures. Informatics is the discipline of science which investigates the structure and properties not specific
content of scientific information, as well as the regularities of scientific information activity, its theory,
history, methodology and organization. First, the restriction to scientific information is removed, as in
business informatics or legal informatics. Second, since most information is now digitally stored, computation
is now central to informatics. Third, the representation, processing and communication of information are
added as objects of investigation, since they have been recognized as fundamental to any scientific account of
information. Taking information as the central focus of study distinguishes informatics from computer
science. Informatics includes the study of biological and social mechanisms of information processing
whereas computer science focuses on the digital computation. Similarly, in the study of representation and
communication, informatics is indifferent to the substrate that carries information. For example, it
encompasses the study of communication using gesture, speech and language, as well as digital
communications and networking. In the English-speaking world the term informatics was first widely used in
the compound medical informatics , taken to include "the cognitive, information processing, and
communication tasks of medical practice, education, and research, including information science and the
technology to support these tasks". Indeed, "In the U. However, the theory of computation in the specific
discipline of theoretical computer science , which evolved from Alan Turing , studies the notion of a complex
system regardless of whether or not information actually exists. Since both fields process information, there is
some disagreement among scientists as to field hierarchy; for example Arizona State University attempted to
adopt a broader definition of informatics to even encompass cognitive science at the launch of its School of
Computing and Informatics in September A broad interpretation of informatics, as "the study of the structure,
algorithms, behaviour, and interactions of natural and artificial computational systems," was introduced by the
University of Edinburgh in when it formed the grouping that is now its School of Informatics. This meaning is
now increasingly used in the United Kingdom. The UoA includes the study of methods for acquiring, storing,
processing, communicating and reasoning about information, and the role of interactivity in natural and
artificial systems, through the implementation, organisation and use of computer hardware, software and other
resources. The subjects are characterised by the rigorous application of analysis, experimentation and design.
Academic schools and departments[ edit ] This contains content that is written like an advertisement. Please
help improve it by removing promotional content and inappropriate external links , and by adding
encyclopedic content written from a neutral point of view. September Academic research in the informatics
area can be found in a number of disciplines such as computer science , information technology , Information
and Computer Science , information systems , business information management and health informatics. In
France, the first degree level qualifications in Informatics computer science appeared in the mids. The course
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still runs today [9] making it the longest available qualification in the subject. At the Indiana University
School of Informatics, Computing, and Engineering Bloomington , Indianapolis and Southeast , informatics is
defined as "the art, science and human dimensions of information technology" and "the study, application, and
social consequences of technology. At the University of California, Irvine Department of Informatics ,
informatics is defined as "the interdisciplinary study of the design, application, use and impact of information
technology. The discipline of informatics is based on the recognition that the design of this technology is not
solely a technical matter, but must focus on the relationship between the technology and its use in real-world
settings. That is, informatics designs solutions in context, and takes into account the social, cultural and
organizational settings in which computing and information technology will be used. The major involves
coursework from the College of Literature, Science and the Arts, where the Informatics major is housed, as
well as the School of Information and the College of Engineering. Key to this growing field is that it applies
both technological and social perspectives to the study of information. Experts in the field help design new
information technology tools for specific scientific, business, and cultural needs. These four track topics
include: An applied track in which students experiment with technologies behind Internet-based information
systems and acquire skills to map problems to deployable Internet-based solutions. This track will replace
Computational Informatics in Fall Integrates the collection, analysis, and visualization of complex data and its
critical role in research, business, and government to provide students with practical skills and a theoretical
basis for approaching challenging data analysis problems. Examines artificial information systems, which has
helped scientists make great progress in identifying core components of organisms and ecosystems. Advances
in computing have created opportunities for studying patterns of social interaction and developing systems that
act as introducers, recommenders, coordinators, and record-keepers. Students, in this track, craft, evaluate, and
refine social software computer applications for engaging technology in unique social contexts. This track will
be phased out in Fall in favor of the new bachelor of science in information. This will be the first
undergraduate degree offered by the School of Information since its founding in The BS in Information at the
University of Michigan will be the first curriculum program of its kind in the United States, with the first
graduating class to emerge in Students will be able to apply for this unique degree in for the Fall semester; the
new degree will be a stem off of the most popular Social Computing track in the current Informatics
interdisciplinary major in LSA. Applications will be open to upper-classmen, juniors and seniors, along with a
variety of information classes available for first and second year students to gauge interest and value in the
specific sector of study. The degree was approved by the University on June 11, Bachelor of Science in
Informatics is described as "[a] program that focuses on computer systems from a user-centered perspective
and studies the structure, behavior and interactions of natural and artificial systems that store, process and
communicate information. Includes instruction in information sciences, human computer interaction,
information system analysis and design, telecommunications structure and information architecture and
management. Data Science is an emerging interdisciplinary field that works to extract knowledge or insight
from data. It combines fields such as information science, computer science, statistics, design, and social
science. The Informatics HCI option allows one to blend your technical skills and expertise with a broader
perspective on how design and development work impacts users. Courses explore the design, construction,
and evaluation of interactive technologies for use by individuals, groups, and organizations, and the social
implications of these systems. This work encompasses user interfaces, accessibility concerns, new design
techniques and methods for interactive systems and collaboration. Coursework also examines the values
implicit in the design and development of technology. Information architecture IA is a crucial component in
the development of successful Web sites, software, intranets, and online communities. Architects structure the
underlying information and its presentation in a logical and intuitive way so that people can put information to
use. As an Informatics major with an IA option, one will master the skills needed to organize and label
information for improved navigation and search. One will build frameworks to effectively collect, store and
deliver information. One will also learn to design the databases and XML storehouses that drive complex and
interactive websites, including the navigation, content layout, personalization, and transactional features of the
site. Information Assurance and Cybersecurity: Information Assurance and Cybersecurity IAC is the practice
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of creating and managing safe and secure systems. It is crucial for organizations public and private, large and
small. In the IAC option, one will be equipped with the knowledge to create, deploy, use, and manage systems
that preserve individual and organizational privacy and security. After a course in the technical, policy, and
management foundations of IAC, one may take electives at any campus to learn such specialties as
information assurance policy, secure coding, or networking and systems administration. Students may choose
to develop their own concentration, with approval from the academic adviser. Student-designed concentrations
are created out of a list of approved courses and also result in the Bachelor of Science degree.
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4: The Discipline of Organizing Informatics Edition- 4th Edition PDF download free
www.enganchecubano.com applying the seven areas of nursing informatics to the categories of medical informatics,
which of the following corresponds to the decision-making category of medical informatics?

Because of SIGITE, I was able to start an IT program from scratch and get it accredited in a 4 year span
because of wealth of knowledge of its members and their willingness to help. It is also a great venue for my IT
faculty to publish and present their accomplishments. The sessions at the conference are scheduled so that
each talk has a minute slot, with 30 minutes for the presentation and 15 minutes for questions. In most of the
sessions I attended, including my own, the questions were in fact intermixed with the presentation. And what a
difference it makes to have more time and a more interactive environment. I got excellent feedback on my
work and was able to provide a lot more background information than was on my slides because of the
questions. The questions themselves were also terrific. I was impressed by the insight that the audience
members had into the work. I also got good questions and offers for collaborations after the talk, but it was the
interactive presentations that really had me hooked. On top of that, I met friendly, intelligent, and insightful
people during the breaks, meals, and the reception. I really enjoy every session I attended! Everything about
IT education! In particular, I appreciate the opportunity to network IT educators from around the US, and learn
many new ideas for laboratories, and other elements of teaching and pedagogy, at all levels of IT instruction in
the areas of cyber security and information networking. Often students sometimes think that courses topics
and curriculum are picked out of a hat, but the topic I chose exposed me to the same tough problems that the
IT community has been dealing with for years. It was a wonderful experience in three aspects. First, and
foremost, the quality of presentations and the professional camaraderie among presenters and members was
excellent. Secondly, the keynote speaker, CIO of Dow Chemical, was exceptionally informative, particularly
as regards the way Dow recruits and situates its IT new-hires. Our members include information technology
faculty teachers and researchers , students, and industry professionals. With over members worldwide, SIGITE
drives the creation and dissemination of the computing discipline of information technology. The organization
has created a model undergraduate curriculum and helped create accreditation guidelines for IT programs, and
is now defining and promoting IT research.
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5: Information science - Wikipedia
Regulatory Informatics is a discipline that demands an understanding of interoperability standards, including application
programming interfaces (APIs), HL7, LOINC, SNOMED, etc. It typically requires technical coordination with state and
federal agencies, testing of data file uploads, and cooperative arrangements with other health systems to.

Aims and tasks of medical informatics. Int J Med Inf. These are the further development of methods and tools
of information processing for: Work is, in part, already in progress. To all these aims and tasks medical
informatics can and may be should make substantial contributions. Prior to outlining the above aims and tasks,
an account is given of the meaning of medical informatics, of the objective it pursues in general and of its
achievements so far. The present paper intends to contribute to a broad public discussion of the aims and tasks
for research in the field of medical informatics. The internal challenges of medical informatics. What is the
meaning of medical informatics i. What are the achievements and failures of medical informatics today again
considering the impact on the quality of healthcare? What are the main challenges? Concerning the definition
of medical informatics it is argued that one should not hide the link to basic informatics and, for that matter to
computers, completely behind abstract definitions. After an analysis of the purposes of the definition of a
discipline, a differentiated definition of the scope of medical informatics, rather general when concerning the
field of scientific interest, more focused when concerning the practical constructive applications, is proposed.
Medical informatics as a discipline at the beginning of the 21st century. To analyse the present situation of the
discipline medical informatics and to propose actions for change. Evaluation of the current situation mainly
based on anecdotal evidence. The difference between the scientific and the engineering aspects of medical
informatics get blurred. Because of the requirements of European funding medical informatics focuses more
on engineering than on science. Too many manuscripts are submitted that describe engineered artefacts
without a scientific purpose. Some of the subjects like security issues that are studied in medical informatics
are not considered important by medical faculties thus impeding support. The methodological underpinnings
of our research should be strengthened, impact studies should be more frequently performed; the quality of
results reporting should be increased. Informatics in the care of patients: Medical informatics is the study of
the concepts and conceptual relationships within biomedical information and how they can be harnessed for
practical applications. In the past decade, the field has exploded as health professionals recognize the
importance of strategic information management and the inadequacies of traditional tools for information
storage, retrieval, and analysis. At the same time that medical informatics has established a presence within
many academic and industrial research facilities, its goals and methods have become less clear to practicing
physicians. In this article, I outline 10 challenges in medical informatics that provide a framework for
understanding developments in the field. These challenges have been divided into those relating to
infrastructure, specific performance, and evaluation. The primary goals of medical informatics, as for any
other branch of biomedical research, are to improve the overall health of patients by combining basic scientific
and engineering insights with the useful application of these insights to important problems. Grand challenges
in medical informatics? J Am Med Inform Assoc. Their solutions should significantly improve both the
quality and the delivery of health care while decreasing its costs. Finally, solutions to these problems should
be achievable within a decade. Development of a list of the grand challenges facing the field of medical
informatics could serve several purposes. First, it could attract support from funding agencies by identifying
and prioritizing projects worthy of economic and political support. Second, it could serve as a method for
drawing young people facing difficult career choices into the field by highlighting the key intellectual or
technologic challenges within the field and the potential benefits that might accrue to society upon their
solution. Third, it could provide an alternative definition of the field. An emerging academic discipline and
institutional priority. Currently, a number of forces are focusing attention on this function. After many years of
development of information systems to support the infrastructure of medicine, greater focus on the needs of
physicians and other health care managers and professionals is occurring--to support education, decision
making, communication, and many other aspects of professional activity. Medical informatics is the field that
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concerns itself with the cognitive, information processing, and communication tasks of medical practice,
education, and research, including the information science and the technology to support these tasks. An
intrinsically interdisciplinary field, medical informatics has a highly applied focus, but also addresses a
number of fundamental research problems as well as planning and policy issues. Medical informatics is now
emerging as a distinct academic entity. While academic units of medical informatics are presently established
at only a few medical institutions in the United States, increasing numbers of schools are considering this
activity and many traditional departments are seeking and attracting individuals with medical informatics
skills. To analyze the nature and appropriate role of the Medical Informatics research and practice area in the
21st Century, and to determine its links to academic environments versus industrial companies and health-care
organizations. A qualitative analysis of the state of the art of Medical Informatics, based on observation of
current medical informatics programs and research in academic and industrial sites. Medical Informatics is
definitely a scientific and technological area of endeavor, although somewhat ill-defined in scope. It is situated
between science and engineering, but much closer to the engineering world, and its multidisciplinary nature
fits well the engineering paradigm. It is better viewed as a specialization of the informatics field rather than as
a basic medical science. However, there are good arguments as to why Medicine should be the first among
equals to have its own informatics domain. Medical Informatics must have extensions to both academia and
industry to survive. Medical informaticians, whether implicitly or explicitly, exist in three different
environments: To discuss unifying principles that can provide a theory for the diverse aspects of work in
medical informatics. If medical informatics is to have academic credibility, it must articulate a clear theory
that is distinct from that of computer science or of other related areas of study. The notions of reusable domain
antologies and problem-solving methods provide the foundation for current work on second-generation
knowledge-based systems. These abstractions are also attractive for defining the core contributions of basic
research in informatics. We can understand many central activities within informatics in terms defining,
refining, applying, and evaluating domain ontologies and problem-solving methods. Construing work in
medical informatics in terms of actions involving ontologies and problem-solving methods may move us
closer to a theoretical basis for our field. Toward an informatics research agenda: This paper proposes a model
for improving how we develop and deploy information technology. They outline key issues and suggest
high-priority research areas. One dimension of the model concerns different organizational levels at which
informatics applications are used. By drawing on a wide variety of research approaches and asking questions
based in social science disciplines, the authors propose a research agenda for high-priority issues, so that the
challenges they see ahead for informatics may be met better.
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6: Defining the Basics of Health Informatics for HIM Professionals
The discipline of nursing informatics is a well-established specialty within nursing, which has grown past the point where
nurses simply help IT to design electronic medical record (EMR) screens and choose equipment.

Discipline For many parents, the word discipline refers to punishment intended to decrease child misbehavior.
In truth, the word is derived from disciplinare, referring to a system of teaching or instruction Howard
Although few would dispute the value of teaching children, the topic of parental discipline has long been
controversial, even among experts. Watson argued that mothers should avoid being nurturant with their
children. Two complementary perspectives of childrearing and parental discipline have been offered. The first
perspective considers the kinds of parental discipline associated with moral thoughts and actions in normally
developing children e. The second perspective has focused on helping parents reduce disruptive behavior in
clinically referred children, such as noncompliance, temper tantrums, defiance, and aggression Briesmeister
and Schaefer ; Serketich and Dumas The two perspectives complement each other concerning the goals of
discipline, foundations for discipline, and proactive strategies for preventing discipline problems. Goals of
Discipline Cognitive developmental psychologists have emphasized moral internalization and autonomy as
important goals. Moral internalization is the process whereby children adopt a set of values as their own.
Developmental psychologists thus focus more on optimal development, such as prosocial behavior, and see
problems when children comply too much with parents Kuczynski and Hildebrandt The goals of parent
trainers using the second perspective, in contrast, have been to improve child compliance from deviant to
normal rates while decreasing problem behaviors such as antisocial aggression Roberts and Powers Note that
an intermediate level of compliance is considered optimal from both perspectives. Some have criticized
behavioral clinicians for their emphasis on child compliance Houlihan et al. Noncompliance, however, is the
most frequent complaint about clinically referred children Forehand and McMahon Defiant noncompliance is
a major risk factor for poor moral internalization as well as increased aggression, delinquency, and academic
underachievement Kochanska and Aksan ; Loeber and Schmaling ; Patterson, Reid, and Dishion Foundations
for Discipline Cognitive developmental psychologists and behavioral parent trainers agree that the overall
quality of the parent-child relationship is crucial for discipline. Parental nurturance is the most crucial part of a
good parent-child relationship. Disciplinary responses are more effective when parents consistently
communicate love toward the child. Positive involvement, verbal and nonverbal expressions of love and
concern, praise and encouragement for appropriate behavior, and calm responses to conflict all enhance moral
development Chamberlain and Patterson ; Kochanska and Thompson ; Pettit, Bates, and Dodge , Rothbaum
and Weisz Responding sensitively to child cues and encouraging child-directed play are two ways to express
nurturance. A secure attachment, in turn, is associated with many aspects of appropriate development
Erickson, Sroufe, and Egeland The more parents play with preschoolers, the fewer behavior problems appear
later on Pettit and Bates Frances Gardner found that conduct-problem children were less involved with their
mothers in joint activity and constructive play. They watched more television, and they spent more time doing
"nothing. Consistent with these findings, most behavioral parent training programs teach parents to initiate
child-directed play times Forehand They also train parents to avoid criticizing, instructing, or questioning
during child-directed play Hembree-Kigin and McNeil Proactive Discipline Proactive discipline builds on a
foundation of nurturance with specific strategies to promote appropriate behavior and to prevent inappropriate
behavior. When mothers use proactive strategies as well as just reacting to misbehavior, their children behave
more appropriately Gardner et al. Cognitive developmental psychologists and behavioral parent trainers have
emphasized different kinds of proactive discipline skills. George Holden studied specific proactive strategies
for two-year-old children during shopping trips. Mothers shopped when the store was not busy and when the
child was not hungry or tired. Among other things they instructed the child ahead of time, kept the child
occupied, and diverted attention away from tempting items. Proactive strategies can be taught. For example,
Matthews Sanders and Mark Dadds trained parents to plan daily activities, which reduced deviant child
behavior in most families. Another strategy states that parents can reward a disliked activity e. Child behavior
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can also be improved simply by improving parental instructions or requests Green, Forehand, and McMahon ;
Roberts et al. Child cooperation is more likely when parental instructions are direct and specific, and designate
a one-step task that the child is capable of Hembree-Kigin and McNeil ; Houlihan Parents of well-behaved
children tend to recognize and praise appropriate behavior more than do parents of disruptive children Grusec
and Goodnow Every time a parent misses an opportunity to catch a child being good, they miss a chance to
teach that child appropriate behavior Christophersen As a result, parental attention to misbehavior may be
more rewarding to children than being ignored when they are behaving appropriately Shriver and Allen Prime
opportunities to learn new abilities were called the "zone of proximal development" by Lev Vygotsky
Vygotsky [] He noted that new abilities are learned one step at a time. Supervision tends to prevent
delinquency and drug abuse while enhancing popularity and scholastic achievement Chamberlain and
Patterson During the preteenage years, the important dimensions of monitoring include parental involvement
and responsiveness. Discipline Responses In an ideal world a positive parent-child relationship and proactive
discipline would be enough to prevent all misbehavior. Unfortunately, only about 6 percent of even
well-educated families accomplish this by the time the child is 4 years old Baumrind Opinions differ greatly
as to how the other 94 percent should respond to misbehavior. Cognitive developmental psychologists
recommend disciplinary reasoning, while avoiding negative consequences as much as possible Grusec and
Kuczysnki In contrast, behavioral parent trainers recommend the opposite in applying consistent
consequences such as a time-out or privilege removal while minimizing verbal discipline Briesmeister and
Schaefer The cognitive developmental recommendation comes from studies showing that parents of
well-behaved children rely more on reasoning, whereas the parents of poorly behaved children rely more on
punishment of various kinds Grusec and Goodnow In contrast, behavioral parent trainers criticize this
approach, and feel that parents who rely too much on reasoning risk giving children more attention when they
misbehave than when they behave appropriately Blum et al. Attribution theory provides a popular explanation
of why parents of well-behaved children rely more on milder disciplinary responses. If appropriate behavior
occurs without forceful parental influences, then children are more likely to attribute their behavior to their
own internal motivations e. Attribution theory assumes, however, that parents can make their children behave
appropriately without being obvious about it. Cognitive developmentalists have not explained how mild
disciplinary responsesâ€”such as reasoningâ€”acquire their effectiveness in producing appropriate behavior.
Nonetheless, they often recommend that parents use mild disciplinary tactics, such as reasoning, while
avoiding negative consequences as much as possible Kochanska and Thompson ; Pettit, Bates, and Dodge In
contrast, the largest decrease in disruptive behavior occurred when mothers used frequent reasoning, but
backed reasoning with negative consequences at least 10 percent of the time. This finding may result from two
factors. First, reasoning is more effective at decreasing the recurrence of misbehavior when combined with a
negative consequence Larzelere et al. Second, reasoning becomes more effective by itself after it has been
combined with a negative consequence such as a time-out or privilege removal Larzelere et al. By making
reasoning more effective by itself, this process fulfills a prerequisite for attributions to enhance moral
internalization when children start making adult-like attributions around six years of age. Consistent with this,
several studies have found that reasoning is more effective at an intermediate intensity than if used
matter-of-factly. The intermediate intensity could be achieved by verbal firmness or by an accompanying
negative consequence Larzelere and Merenda When used in these ways, reasoning has consistently been an
effective disciplinary response, whereas matter-of-fact reasoning is only average in its effectiveness. Thus,
both reasoning and negative consequences have appropriate roles in optimal discipline. Combining reasoning
with consequences when necessary stands in contrast to a sole preference for one to the exclusion of the other,
which is sometimes recommended by cognitive developmental psychologists or behavioral parent trainers.
Consistent use of negative consequences is particularly crucial for children with severe behavior problems.
After working extensively with anti-social children, Gerald Patterson concluded that the most important
component of treatment is to teach their parents how to use nonphysical negative consequences more
effectively. He was referring to time-outs, privilege removal, and grounding. The most effective
parent-training programs teach parents to use a specific time-out procedure as a consequence for critical
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misbehaviors Barkley ; Hembree-Kigin and McNeil Although the effectiveness of time-outs for reducing
misbehavior is well-documented in a variety of settings and behaviors, it can be difficult for parents to
implement appropriately Shriver and Allen Typical guidelines for time-outs include: Some behavioral parent
trainers replace Guideline 5 with a requirement for sitting quietly at least momentarily. The quiet requirement
is then gradually increased to one to five minutes Shriver and Allen Children sometimes refuse to follow the
timeout procedure when it is first used. Practicing the entire procedure before can be helpful. Many children,
however, require a backup to enforce timeout compliance Danforth ; Hembree-Kigin and McNeil The most
effective backups have been either two swats with an open hand to the buttocks for children from two to six
years of age or putting the child in a room with the door closed for one minute Roberts and Powers
Withdrawing privileges or adding chores are preferable backup strategies for older children Forgatch and
Patterson If a child does not comply with the time-out procedure after six successive backup repetitions, then
parents should consider an alternative back-up tactic or seek help from a mental health professional
experienced in behavioral parent training Roberts and Powers Privilege removal or grounding has been
demonstrated to be effective in reducing misbehavior Pazulinec, Meyerrose, and Sajwaj , but other studies
have found that parents rarely use them Ritchie In one interesting variation of grounding, Edward
Christophersen required an older child to complete a specified job in order to terminate the grounding. Then
the child can work productively toward ending the grounding rather than manipulating the parents.
Overcorrection is an innovative disciplinary tactic that encompasses two different procedures, restitution and
positive practice Axelrod, Brantner, and Meddock Restitution requires the child to restore the situation as it
was prior to the misbehavior. Positive practice involves repetitive practice of an appropriate behavior to
replace the problem behavior. Overcorrection has been used successfully to teach academic and toileting
skills, and to reduce aggressive behavior Azrin, Sneed, and Foxx ; Lenz, Singh, and Hewett ; Matson et al. For
example, Christina Adams and Mary Lou Kelley found that a brief restitution apology and positive practice
doing or saying something nice significantly reduced sibling aggression. They concluded that overcorrection
and time-outs were equivalent in efficacy, but parents rated overcorrection as more acceptable. Restraint and
distraction are often used with young preschoolers. They are usually effective in putting an immediate stop to
the misbehavior. They are also reasonably effective in delaying recurrences of similar misbehavior when
combined with reasoning Larzelere and Merenda However, backing up reasoning with restraint or distraction
does not enhance subsequent reasoning in preschoolers as clearly as do nonphysical consequences Larzelere
Conditional Sequence of Responses A conditional sequence approach is one of the few attempts to combine
cognitive developmental and parent-training recommendations for disciplinary responses Larzelere First, a
sound foundation should be established with parental nurturance and proactive strategies. Negative
consequences should be used primarily to enforce verbal corrections and rationales as effective discipline
responses, beginning at least by two years of age. For targeted or severe misbehaviors, the sequence would be
followed until compliance or a mutually acceptable negotiation. Less severe misbehaviors e.
7: Public Health Informatics Competencies | CDC
Defining Health Informatics. Health informatics can be defined in two different ways: A scientific discipline that is
concerned with the cognitive, information-processing, and communication tasks of healthcare practice, education, and
research, including the information science and technology to support these tasks 1.
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Dr. Ozbolt: Medical informatics and nursing informatics are not separate disciplines. Rather, as Ted has shown, medical
informatics is a tightly integrated discipline with a common core around which many interdependent functional areas
revolve.
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The science of informatics is inherently interdisciplinary, drawing on (and contributing to) a large number of other
component fields, including computer science, decision science, information science, management science, cognitive
science, and organizational theory.
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